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A B S T R A C T

The study shows a virtual way to store energy in a grid treating the grid itself and all connected energy
consumers as one energy storing system. The described system is supplied with energy being produced in a
traditional way and from alternative energy sources. Additionally, it consumes the energy through a large group
of dispersed customers. The theory is based on the changes of the time zones, which determines the different
consumption of energy at different times and locations. In a micro scale, the system is not complementary and
requires input at peak power times as well as additional storage. However, in the following estimation it is not
necessary to construct large energy storage systems but eventually a combination of smaller storage units, if
needed. This is a common phenomenon, to use an energy system as a kind of buffer, but if we consider it is a
system to store energy, new ideas about its development come to mind. In the article several methods of
calculation of energy flow are shown. There are two possibilities described. The first one occurs when the
customer produces and stores the energy in the grid to use it later in the same location. The second one consists
in producing energy in one location and using it in another one. Is such an approximation the grid is not only
the place to store energy, but also to transfer to another place.

1. Grid as a virtual storage system

The analysis of a number of papers and technical documents prove
there is no perfect solution for energy storing among commercial and
industrial facilities. Energy storing is a topic that is very

complicated from the technical point of view. The whole cost plus the
environmental impact plays an important role and makes the scheme
generally unprofitable. From the commercial point of view the energy
storing needs to be developed and a proper transmission grid built.

The question is, if there is a possibility to store energy in the
distribution system and if the grid can play a role in such a wide storage
system.

Every day more RES units are being connected to the grid system and
able to store such energy. Is it possible to manage the whole system with
an intelligent control system, and to use its potential as a storage place if
they do not use this energy themselves? The smart energy system with
bidirectional energy and information flow is supported by three main
sections as generation, transmission, and distribution grids [1].

1. With the proper control of the grid we could transfer the energy
locally and eliminate losses, especially at lower voltage levels [2].

2. As well as limiting energy demand peaks.

All those questions together with the problems, related to the good
and bad sides of the energy distribution systems, have to be asked by
everyone, thinking about generating and utilization of energy, with an
important share of RES.

Is it important to produce and manage energy, through an
intelligent transfer and storage system, utilizing the potential of the
whole grid together with mobile apparatus?

2. Simulation model

The study has been done after running dozens of hybrid complex
simulations with the use of Polysun Simulation Software. The more
complex the system is, the more energy efficiency results appear in the
report. For example, the simple photovoltaic system is a good solution
to produce energy from a free available source. Although some
problems appear at a time when the sky is cloudy or when there is
no solar energy during the night. In such situations we need an
auxiliary energy generator or other equipment, which helps us to cover
the energy demand. Another situation is when the installation is
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oversized, in some periods we can get more energy than we can use. So
then we need to store it or transfer it to another consumer.

We can build an energy efficient system, if we produce at least the
same amount of energy as we use. But in a situation when we have
excess energy we can feed it to the Grid, building an autonomic system
is financially unreasonable. The Grid can be used to transfer energy to
another point. If we produce energy Q in the above mentioned PV
installation, we can store it (Q2), use immediately (Q3), and transfer the
rest to the grid (Q1), Fig. 1. The whole energy produced can be
described as follows:

∑Q Q= i

When there is no energy production in the PV system, all needed
energy must be transferred from the Grid. That means that

Q Q Q Q( = (+ ,− ′ )1 3 2 2

where Q Q(+ ,− ′ )2 2 plus or minus signs depends on the way the battery
works (charging Q2, discharging Q Q η′ =2 2 , where η < 1) (Fig. 2). We
can treat the Grid as a place to store energy, when we produce more
than we use. When we need more energy, we can get energy from the
Grid. Grid losses correspond to the energy losses due to the self-
discharge of batteries. Therefore, in both cases we need to cover the
costs of energy losses, by using an opportunity to use energy exchange
with the Grid we have no investment costs. The costs of energy storing
equipment are significant and in most of the cases make the whole
project unprofitable.

A method of energy management according to the suggested idea is,
that the energy is stored in a transmission Grid at a predetermined
time. It is introduced into the Grid through the connection system and
the volume of stored energy is determined by means of counters,
eventually a two way counter. With the use of meters the amount of
energy used on both sides: from client to the Grid and from the Grid to
the client is separately measured. The energy balance of stored energy
in the transmission Grid is settled on the basis of the difference
between both measurements in a given period of time.

The way of power management should run automatically to
eliminate the possibility of human error.

The method of managing energy is carried out by means of software

and hardware, or hardware adapted with software.
The advantage of power management according to the described

model is the possibility of storing produced energy in the transmission
Grid, intended for specific types of receivers and transmitters of energy.
The method is applicable for both: traditional electricity, renewable or
alternative energy sources, thermal, cooling, water, geothermic, gran-
ular materials, air, gases under pressure, or energy obtained from the
combustion of biomass or bio-components.

According to the given model all costs, investment and maintenance
related to energy storage are

covered by the grid owner. The client pays only some Grid Storage
Fees (GSF) in the form of payment or in the form of transferring to the
Grid some amount of energy in addition to the stored energy.

For storage with a financial settlement we get:

Qm Qw Qo= =n n n

Where

Qmn–Energy stored in a settlement period
Qwn–Energy transferred to the Grid in a settlement period
Qon–Energy drawn from the Grid in a settlement period

For storage where the settlement is regulated “extra”, the energy
delivered to the grid

Qm Qw Qn Qo= – =n n n n−1

where

Qnn−1 – Energy charged for the storage in a settlement period

For storing and buying energy

Qm Qw Qn Qo Qk= – = −n n n n n−1

where

Qkn– Energy bought in the accounting period

For storage and selling energy

Fig. 1. Distribution of energy produced by the PV system, where Q is the whole energy produced, Q1 is the energy transferred to the Grid, Q3 the energy used immediately and Q2 is the
stored energy [3].

Fig. 2. Getting the stored energy into the grid [3].
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Qm Qw Qn Qs Qo= – − =n n n n n−1

Qsn– Energy sold in an accounting period

The size and type of Grid Storage Fee (GSF) is set in each case
among the grid owner / administrator and energy supplier. The
additional advantage of the described energy management is that the
charge is proportional to the amount of energy units stored in the
transmission grid. Furthermore, it is not dependent on other fixed and
variable charges arising from operation and the use of energy connec-
tions.

The described method is also applicable in the case when the owner
or Grid administrator charges the client depending on the connection
capacity and in the situation when other fixed charges are introduced.

Fig. 3 represents the model of a working VESS, when the client
transfers the energy to the grid. The amount of transferred energy is
measured by a smart meter, managed by an intelligent computer
system. The storage system includes the grid and all its clients buying
energy. The energy is used by other clients immediately, which
minimizes self-discharge losses of theoretical batteries, which always
occurs in physical storage methods. The VESS is constantly “charged”
by the main energy supply source, the traditional generators in most
cases, which must balance energy levels to a specific level. Then energy
supply from the storing client will reduce the expenditure of energy to
maintain the energy level in the grid. In other words, the energy is
stored as unused fuel in the main power source. In such a situation,
storing of energy occurs without losses, and only its recovery will entail
a loss for transmission of the energy from the main generator to the
client.

The expansion and development of this model is essential so if the
storing client wants to get back the energy in a different location, for
example in another building belonging to the same company, Fig. 4. It
may be done via the transmission grid. The energy is produced on the
one side and used on the other Client using energy. In such a case a
contract with the owner of the grid can be both beneficial and
convenient and based on both storing and instant use of the energy.

3. Smart grid approaching

Smart grids are the result of a dynamic coevolution process, that
enhance the integration of new technical advances in energy produc-

tion plus information, communication technology [4]. The idea of
smart and micro grids [5] energy management to pair the cheapest
energy and specific activity so that the production of daily energy
utilization is as constant as possible. This is important not only for the
best production efficiency but also for the safety of the power supply.

Smart Grid is an electro-energetic grid which includes a variety of
systems and controls leading to the efficient utilization of produced
energy from both renewable and traditional sources. Power condition-
ing and control of the production and distribution of electricity are very
important aspects of the smart Grid. The issue is especially important
because of the differences in use distribution of energy in time and the
price deviations during the day. It is a common condition in Europe
that the most desired

energy is the European peak and especially between 12.00 and
2.00 p.m. This is why at that time the energy is the most expensive and
everyone should do there upmost to reduce the energy consumption.
The cheapest and “undesired” energy comes at night. That is because
human activity is reduced but power stations cannot be stopped.

It is logical that we should move all possible energy consumption to
the night, when the energy prices come down and reach often even
prices close to zero.

The VESS gives us the possibility to store energy in the grid, but
also to use it in the most appropriate time, taking into consideration
our activity profile and possibilities of energy generators. We can
produce energy in the night and use it during the day or vice versa. Of
course we can suppose that the one who produces and stores energy in
the grid during the night and utilizes it through the day will be less
desirable, than the one who produces energy at the European peak and
transfers it to the grid as the most valuable energy. This is why in the
summer the solar energy producer will be especially desired and during
the winter, wind energy will have additional advantages. That means
that depending on the energy source the supplier or buyer can suggest
different conditions of collaboration, plus they can be different
depending upon the periods and seasons.

Because of the failing human factor it is the best to use computers
and automatic control systems for managing VESS system as well as
generally Smart Grids. Such intelligent systems are not susceptible to
the human error and we can expect the most efficient management of
the whole system.

Applied automation should control the system optimizing it in the
direction of lowest costs and highest efficiency. There are several issues
important to control the VESS system:

Fig. 3. Virtual Energy Storage System (VESS).
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• Controlling the voltage of a system [6].

• Switching off some equipment, if possible, for example air-condi-
tioning

• Using the energy at the time of the lowest prices

• Handling bidirectional energy flow, allowing for distributed energy

• Giving information from the grid to the customer about the over-
loading or other important notifications

• Levelling peak consumption

• Additional energy storing direct or in a converted form (heat pumps,
tanks, refrigerators, flywheels, etc.) [7–9]

• Smart metering

• Smart grid security [10,11]

4. Summary

Although the described model is already in use, the presentation
should help to explore possibilities of using it for more efficient the
management of energy. It is important to minimize losses and costs of
production and transmission of energy. The precise measurement and
management of energy should aim to introduce continuous stepless
adjustment of the energy production amount from the main generating
source.

If the client produces and introduces energy to the grid, he can use
it in a different place. It does not refer only to buildings but also mobile
devices like cars, bicycles, motorcycles, scooters or electronic devices.
In this case, the owner of a hybrid vehicle can charge it anywhere and
the energy used is deducted from his account (Fig. 5).

All additional mobile devices create in the whole system additional
mobile energy storage. Energy can be transmitted to devices directly
with the use of cables or through induction. Any customer producing
energy can use it anywhere. The amount of energy can be stored in a
virtual bank and the client can use it in any place and with the use of
any electrical device. Energy withdrawal can be done with the use of a
card, or a mobile phone which saves all changes to the amount of
stored energy.

In the macro level covering the entire globe the situation is even
simpler. Because of changing time zones on every meridian in the
world the energy rush hour occurs in different times. In such a
situation there is no night for instance, where the use of energy drops

dramatically, when some countries do not know what to do with
unused energy. There is always a place where the PV installation works
with its maximum power point. In such a situation we can talk about
the sustainable global energy economy.

If we have a building with the annual use of energy about
8.435 kWh, and we install the 17 kWp PV system with the production
AC of 17.714 kWh we get such results of energy flow:

Energy (AC) production from PV installation 17.714 kWh/year
Energy self-consumption 3.796 kWh/year
Energy transferred to the external Grid 13.918 kWh/year
Energy taken from the external grid 4.639 kWh/year

As we can see, even if we produce more than twice the amount of
the energy we need, we have to use the grid as a buffer where we “store”
energy while the production is higher than the use. That energy we can
use at the time when production is lower than the utilization. We could
use batteries to store energy, but the theory to build an energy
sufficient system does not work so good in practice. As we can see on
Fig. 6, as the utilization of 1 battery drives the system quite fast in the
direction of self-efficiency, but the use of each next one is less efficient
than the previous one and the amount of energy from the grid heads
asymptotically to some value but seems never to reach zero-point. This
is why it is very difficult to build the sufficient system without
additional restrictions in the ways of energy usage.

In the other situation when we deal with an auxiliary energy generator,
we are able to produce the rest of the energy we need to cover all our
requirements. But the energy can be bought or recovered from the grid
after storing. This situation is more efficient for the customer because all
energy produced is being used. And nothing is lost (unused).

5. Conclusions

It is possible to store energy in the grid. It contributes to reducing
the storage price of one GW h of energy as it uses mostly the existing
infrastructure. This results in reduction of investment in professional
storing systems.

Energy storing in the grid reduces power fluctuations by reducing
the temporary peak load of industrial generators.

Fig. 4. Virtual Energy Storage System (VESS) with several locations from the storing client.
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Decreasing of load fluctuation of energy generators lowers directly
anthropogenic influence of energy on environment. VESS decreases
also energy losses and what follows also the quantity of energy. That
has significant influence on environmental protection.

By the using of VESS the energy transfer on smaller distances
decreases strongly losses on transmission and distribution in depen-
dence on the length of transmission's sections.

The best situation occurs when we deal with energy storage in the
grid, in which different utilization of the energy by consumers meets
perfectly the different production of energy in distributed energy
systems.

Thinking about the ideal and innovative future, VESS is the best
solution for a global system, where other energy systems are connected
to both traditional and renewable sources [12].. Such a system is also
appealing to protect from events like power failures, blackouts,

instabilities of supply, etc [13]. For the next steps it would be
interesting to build a model of an intelligent grid managing system to
check the best possible ways of communication and controlling
between energy generation facilities and the utilization of different
sources of energy.
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